Abstract-The deletion of data from storage is an important component on data security. The deletion of entire disc or special files is well-known on hard drives, but this is quite different on SSDs, because they have a different architecture inside, and the main problem is if they serve the same methods like hard drives for data deletion or erasing. The built-in operations are used to do this on SSDs. The purpose of this review is to analyses some methods which are proposed to erase data form SSDs and their results too, to see which of them offers the best choice. In general we will see that the techniques of erasing data from entire disc from hard drives can be used also on SSDs, but there's a problem with bugs. On the other hand, we cannot use the same techniques of erasing a file from hard drives and SSDs. To make this possible, there are required changes in FTL layer, which is responsible for mapping between logic addresses and physical addresses.
INTRODUCTION Nowadays, corporations and agency's store their data's in digital media, managing them is becoming important. In this article we will focus on challenges of SSDs for erasing the information, and some suggestions from different researches and experimental results. Data erasing is an important process and different techniques are include like built-in in ATA or SCSI commands. This techniques are effective on HDDs, where we can store the entire disc or specific files, but it's not the same thing with SSDs, because SSDs and HDDs have a different technology and algorithms of managing the information. SSDs have an indirect layer between the logic address that computer systems use to access data and the address that identify the physical storage [8] . The differences between SSDs and hard drives make it unclear of which techniques or commands are worthy on both of them. An experiment of [8] make this clear: they have write a structured data model to the drive, apply the deletion techniques, dismantle the drive and extract the data directly from the flash chips using a flash testing system [8] . To delete one file they made changes on FTL layer [1] . From the articles I've read, I have seen that there are solutions about this problem, but the performance is decreasing. On the other section I would like to show some of the deletion problems and what different engineers have done to solve them. But firstly I would like to show from [9] four levels of clearing(sanitizing) that a storage media could have:
The first level is logic clearing. The deleted data on logic way cannot be salvage through standard interface hard-ware like ATA or SCSI commands. The user can delete logically one file or the entire disc by overwriting respectively the whole disc or a part of it.
The second level is digital clearing. In this case it's impossible to recuperate the data in a digital way.
The third level is analog clearing. This level can damage the signal which encodes the data, and it's impossible to rebuilt the signal even with very sensitive equipments. An alternative way to "hide" the bits is cryptographic clearing [4] . In this level the media uses a key for encryption and decryption of the data which enter and exit. But this is not a secure way, because someone can extract the key from physical media and can avoid the encryption.
II. RELATED WORKS
SSDs have specific characteristics. The traditional magnetic discs are composed by sectors 4 KB. The sector is the smallest unit of data which can be read or written on the disc. SSDs operate in another way, after the minimal number of bytes which can be read vary from those which can be written or delete. The flash banks have a typical block size, from 16 KB to 512 KB and the minimal number of bytes written simultaneously is 4 KB [12] . Otherwise from magnetic discs, the flash media firstly must delete a whole block before writing new data. SSDs don't have mechanical part so they don't have rotation or searching latency [11] . That's why they have a good performance. But there's a problem with the "wear" phenomenon, which is present over times. Every block of SSD can be deleted in finite times and after that it can not be written anymore. To fix this problem engineers have applied "wear leveling" in I/O controller. This is a group of algorithms used by controller to make a same allocation (diffusion) of deleting cycles on every block of the memory flash. In this way, no one of the blocks cannot be deleted not normally, to avoid SSDS fail [12] . Another way to to fix "wear" problem and the deleting before writing engineers have proposed a hybrid architecture SSD-HDD called HPDA [13] , which is more reliable and increases the performance. From [3] SSD uses a flash memory to store the data. This memory is divide into pages and blocks. The program operations interfere in this pages and change "1" to "0". The clearing operations are applied in the blocks and set all the bits of the blocks in "1". Usually there are 64-256 pages/blocks. FTL manages the mapping between logic blocks addresses (LBA), we can see them from ATA or SCSI interfaces and physic pages of flash memory. There is a mismatch of this two operations, so it's not possible a directly update of the LBA sector. Instead of modifying the sector, FTL will write the new content of sector in another place and will update the map. www.ijacsa.thesai.org
The flash memory will keep the old version of data in a digital form [8] . Since directly updates are not possible as I said upper, the overwriting techniques which work on hard drives may not work on SSDs. This techniques suppose that overwriting of a part in a LBA area will result in overwriting on the same physic place. Except from FTL, the engineers have proposed CAFTL [14] (Content-Aware Flash Translation Layer) to reduce in an effective way the traffic writing on memory flash, removing the unnecessary duplicated writing. They have realized this by join together the parity data, which increase the efficiency of garbage collection and "wear leveling". Fig. 1 . CAFTL architecture [14] The figure 1 shows the architecture of a CAFTL. It eliminates the duplications of writing and redundant data through a combination of the non duplications: in-line and out-of-line.
It examines the entry data and delete the redundant data before the writing process in flash. Anyway, it doesn't guarantee that all duplicated writes will delete immediately, that's why CAFTL scans flash memory and reduce the redundant data out-of-line. Figures 2 and 3 shows exactly the improvement on eliminating duplicate writes with 24,2 % and the extended flash memory with 31,2 %. Here offline means that duplications are eliminated offline, no-sampling refers to the purely CAFTL with a sampling unit of 128 KB [14] . After these experiments engineers have seen that offline is the optimal case, but purely CAFTL is able to eliminate the duplicate writes in a significative way. Also the analog clearing is more complex on SSDs. [4] examines the garbage problem of data in flash, DRAM, SRAM and EEPROM and the "cold boot" attacks.
The simplest method is that the voltage level in the floating gate of an erase flash cell may vary, depending on the value it has before the erase command. The quantity of digital garbage may be very big. The SSDs which are tested contain 6-25 % more physical storage than they show on their logic capacity [8] . Figure 4 shows the garbage on the SSDs. There are created 1000 small files on the SSDs, the driver is dismantled and analyses. For some of this files SSD contains up to 16 old copies. This copies were created during garbage collection and un directly updates. Fig. 4 . Multiple copies creating from FTL, duplicating files up to 16 times. [8] The differences between SSDs and hard drives described in upper sections will create a disconnect between what a user expects and how drive behaves. Someone who has an SSD may use a clearing technique which is characteristic for hard www.ijacsa.thesai.org drive, in way to make the data inaccessible, but the data will stay on the drive and they can be extracted with sophisticated methods. Fig. 5 . FPGA based on flash testing hardware. [7] [8] Fig. 6 . Fingerprint structure. The easily-identified fingerprint simplifies the task of identifying and reconstructing remnant data. [8] The engineers of [8] had verified the second level which is digital clearing by using the lowest level of digital interface: the pins of individual flash chips. To verify this operation, they wrote an identifiable data model called fingerprints and then they applied the clearing techniques under test. The fingerprint makes possible the identification of digital garbage on the chips. It also includes a sequence number that is unique at entire fingerprints. The figure 6 shows the fingerprint structure. According to the fig. 6 every fingerprint is 88 byte long repeats five times in a 512 byte ATA sector. Another method described in the article is overwriting every logic block address on the drive. This is the main method for many disc deletions. The different bits aim to change a lot of physical bits as possible on the drive, make it harder to recover the data with analog ways. THE DATA FROM THE DRIVE. [8] As it looked, these bits are important for SSDs. According to the experiments that the engineers have made, they have seen that some SSDs compress their data before storing them, they will write fewer data on flash. They suggest that for maximum effectiveness, SSD overwriting procedures should use random data. One of the drivers tested from them showed that it used compression and encrypted the data, but they can't verify the erasing process. [8] They have tested eight drivers which don't use encryption and table 1 shows the results of these tests. The numbers show how many generations of data were needed to delete the drive. For some drives, they realized that random writes were to slow so they didn't do the test to these drives. In some cases they overwrite the drive twice which was enough to erase the disc, no matter how was its previous state. But they found exceptions on drive A, because some of the data weren't erased totally.
They compared this technique with the first one and find out that this is more reliable, but it's not totally secure, because of the type of the drivers they use.
Another method that [8] evaluate for erasing data was degaussing. Degaussing is the eliminating process or reducing the undesired magnetic fields [10] . Degaussing is fast and effective because it removes the low level formatting and damages the drive motor. They don't except this method will work including the architecture of SSDs. And the experiment made in [6] shows that after degaussing, nothing happened to the data, so this method fails on SSDs. www.ijacsa.thesai.org III. CONCLUSION This article was focused on the proposed techniques from different engineers to sanitize data from SSDs. These techniques were based on hard drives, because they were successfully in there. From the results, the first method had a half success (50:50), the second method was more successfully except some fails it had and the third method was worthless, because it doesn't guarantee anything. So the problem of sanitizing data from SSDs actually is very present nowadays and engineers are trying to find ways to do this more reliable. From [6] an efficient way is to combine the techniques to each other for a safe and verifiable sanitizing data from SSD.
